
A simple guide

to camera settings



3 Things every photographer should know

about:

Photography is all about light. As you get

better at photography you will need to

know how to control the light from your

camera, using Aperture, Shutter speed and ISO.



Aperture:

This is like your eye's pupil. The bigger it gets, the more light

you let in. This is the same as Aperture.

Inside the camera lens is a shutter. This is closed until you press the button

to take a photo. opening the diameter of the shutter is the aperture. This effects

how much light gets through the camera, like your pupil does.

Aperture is measured in the f stop scale. f1.4, f2, f2.8, f4, f5.6, f8, f11, f16,

f22. The lower the f stop the wider the exposure.

Aperture is mostly used for depth of field. (more detail to follow)



Here are some diagrams to show you.





Examples of low (wide) aperture photography: (part of the

photo in focus).



Examples of high (narrow) aperture photos: (Whole photo in

focus.



Shutter Speed: When you take a photo the shutter opens for a certain length

of time. This can be seconds or minutes. The higher the speed, the less

time the shutter is open for, so less light comes into the camera.

Slow shutter speed lets more light into the camera, but means the photo is

more likely to be blurry unless you use a tripod.

A faster shutter speed will give you sharper photos, but will let in less

light.

Shutter speed is measured in seconds or fractions of seconds. 30 seconds

(night time) - 1/1000 (fast moving).



Here are some diagrams to show you:









Examples of slow shutter speed. (30 seconds - 1/8 second)



Examples of fast shutter speed: 1/320 - 1/1000



ISO (International standards Organisation):

This is the cameras light sensor. A high ISO means it's more sensitive

to light. The higher the ISO the more grainy (this is called noise)

your photo will be. (more likely in very low light conditions).

ISO values are normally 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200

and 6400.

Use high ISO in low light.

Use low ISO in bright light



ISO guides





Examples of low vs high ISO photos



The Exposure Triangle:

This is the relationship between the Aperture, Shutter

speed and the ISO. They all work together to create

the exposure of your photo. It is called the

exposure triangle as if you change one of the

settings then you will have to change one of the

others to get the same exposure.







Changing the camera settings scales (f/stops explained)

Each time you change a setting it's called a stop of

light. Here are the stops...

You can change by a full stop or a half stop of

light.



Here are the f/stops for each setting.



Same exposure guide



Camera settings Cheat sheet






